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Mentor's

Introduction
PAUL EDMONSTON
University of Georgia

Marilyn Wolf earned her art education degrees at Ohio State University (B.A.), Florida Atlantic University (M.A.), and is in the
second year of her Doctoral program at the University of Georgia.
During the twelve year period that she resided in Florida, Marilyn
taught art for two years at the middle school level and eight years at
Prospect Hall Junior College. In addition, she also worked two years
as a free lance artist. Making the decision to combine studio work
with her love for teaching by earning her doctorate at the University
of Georgia, she has set as a goal teaching at the university level.
As a weaver, Marilyn developed an interest in those tactile experiences an artist-craftsman enjoys. The artistic experience and
this interest developed into the topic for her current research for her
dissertation.
While in Athens, Marilyn has coordinated Athens1 first tactile
art exhibition, exhibited her work in several galleries and has been
instrumental in opening an exhibition gallery at the Clarke County
airport. She also has designed an art program for children at the
local YWCO, been president of the local chapter of GAEA for the 198283 school year, and has worked as a graduate teaching assistant in the
University of Georgia Art Education Area in the Department of Art.
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